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Abstract. The article presents an approach to configuration of a management accounting 
information system (MAIS) that provides automated calculations and the registration of 
normative production losses in multi-stage manufacturing. The use of MAIS with the proposed 
configuration at the enterprises of textile and woodworking industries made it possible to 
increase the accuracy of calculations for normative production losses and to organize 
accounting thereof with the reference to individual stages of the technological process. Thus, 
high efficiency of multi-stage manufacturing control is achieved. 

1.  Introduction 
Among small and medium-sized businesses, enterprises with multi-stage manufacturing are widely 
represented utilizing the sequential processing of raw materials into finished products within a 
technological process consisting of several individual stages. These include enterprises of textile, 
metalworking, woodworking and other industries. 

Among the main features of such enterprises, it is necessary to highlight large material 
consumption and the presence of so-called inevitable or normative production losses, i.e. production 
wastes that are difficult to avoid even if the production standards and regulations and the rational use 
of raw materials are strictly observed. Normative production losses are calculated with the help of 
normative technological coefficients determined from the routing map of a technological process. 

Practice shows that to ensure the effective management of an enterprise with multi-stage 
production system, reliable accounting and analytical information is required on the level of normative 
losses at each stage of the technological process [1]. To solve this problem, management accounting 
information systems (MAIS) are used [2]. They provide the automated calculation and registration of 
normative production losses based on the aforementioned coefficients. However, in some cases, when 
a raw material supplier is replaced, for example, the actual technological coefficients may differ 
significantly from the set values. This leads to incorrect calculations of normative production losses 
and to a decrease in the efficiency of multi-stage manufacturing control. 

Thus, it is necessary to develop a configuration of MAIS that will allow us to solve this problem. 
  
2.  Background 
It should be noted that the existing studies in the area of multi-stage manufacturing management are 
mainly focused on the problems of production costs minimization and on enhancing the quality of 
finished products [3, 4]. The mathematical models and algorithms described in such papers were 
developed to optimize the technological process parameters and were aimed at ensuring a minimal 
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value of the total system cost (TSC) [5, 6]. At the same time, the absence of a link between normative 
production losses and specific storage locations at particular stages of the technological process 
complicates the problem of such losses accounting and its solution, and encumbers the obtaining of 
qualitative information to make correct management decisions.  

In the research paper [7], the approach to optimization and calibration of the MAIS model for 
multi-stage manufacturing is described. This approach is based on the object-structured methodology 
that uses the representation of a multi-stage production system in the form of an object-structured 
model, elements of which are virtual heirs to the following basic classes of the technological ontology 
[8]: 

 
• class “Aggregate”, objects of which change the state of a material flow element (raw 

materials, semi-finished products etc.); 
• class “Warehouse”, objects of which store material flow elements and register their movement 

within a technological process. 
 
This model is a variation of a semantic network and can be simply described by an oriented graph 

[9, 10]. 
However, the presented solution is intended for technological processes in which the value of 

production losses at the stages can be determined by the physical inventory of production wastes at 
individual stages by weighing the remains thereof accumulated during the reporting period, which is 
difficult to achieve for some multi-stage production systems utilized in textile and woodworking 
industries.  

3.  Solution approach  
Figure 1 shows the object-structural model proposed for the configuration of MAIS for n-stage 
manufacturing. 

 

Figure 1. An object-structural model of the configuration of MAIS for n-stage manufacturing. 
 

 
This model is described in the form of graph G (D, S, M) oriented towards the material flow, 

where: 
 
• D = {DI, DO} – a set of nodes denoting the real warehouses of raw materials and finished 

products respectively; 
• S = {S1, S2,..., Sn} – a set of nodes denoting the stages of the technological process; 
• M = {M0, М1,..., Мn} – a set of arcs loaded with the elements of the material flow, where М0, 

Mn - weights of the raw material and the finished product respectively.  
 
Each stage is simulated with a pair: 
 

Si= < Ai, Wi >, where: 
 

• i – stage index, i = 1,2, …, n. 
• Ai – an object of the “Aggregate” virtual class loaded with normative output coefficient         

0< Ci ≤1 defined as the relationship between output and input products values respectively at 
each stage given in a common unit of measurement (for example, kg): 
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• Wi – an object of the “Warehouse” virtual class loaded with normative production losses Li. 

 
Virtual warehouses implemented in MAIS as real storage locations allow us to use standard 

inventory accounting operations and linear models of material balance to control normative product 
losses directly at the technological process stages [11].  

The transaction of the automated calculation and registration of normative production losses is 
initialized by the transaction of the raw material consumption within the production process and is 
committed immediately after the finished product acceptance.  

Then, the value of normative losses at each stage can be calculated using the following equation: 
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Hence, the total value of normative production losses at the stages is: 
 

     
 

                        (2) 

 
As follows from equation (1), in order to ensure a qualitative accounting of the normative 

production losses at the stages, it is necessary to set correct values of the normative output 
coefficients. 

Let us propose an approach to solving this problem based on the assumption that for each 
individual product made from a homogeneous raw material; within a short-run production, the linear 
relationships between the normative output coefficients at individual stages of the particular 
technological process do not change regardless of the raw material supplier. Let us also assume that all 
other losses can be neglected. 

Then, for i >1, the following equation holds: 
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iR −  – a coefficient defining a relationship between the normative output coefficients at stages i-1 
and i. 

After a simple transformation, the equation (1) for each k takes the following form: 
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Qi is calculated using the following expression: 
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Thus, the task of MAIS configuration is reduced to the selection of a correct value of coefficient 
C1. 
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To solve this, let us propose an algorithm that includes the following steps: 
 
• Step 1. An array of particular product output accounts selected from the MAIS database for 

the same amount of raw material M0  from a particular supplier and an accounting period is 
created. For each row of the array, a total value of normative losses at the stages is calculated 
using the formula: 

 
LT = M0-Mn

 
 

• Step 2. Based on equations (2), (3) and the value of LT, coefficient C1 is selected and the 
output coefficients at the next stages of the technological process are calculated for each row 
of the array. 

• Step 3. As shown in table 1, the resulting values of the output coefficients are defined as 
average of their calculated values in the array if the following condition is fulfilled: 

 
V ≤VW, where: 

 
V, VW - calculated and allowable values of the weight coefficient variation for a particular 
multi-stage manufacturing respectively [12]. 
 

Table 1. Normative output coefficients for the technological production process of the 
upholstery fabric “Striped Velvet” (the raw material is coarse fabric, 

M0 = 200 kg, R1 = 1.2, R2 = 0.917, VW = 15%).  

 Stage 1 Clipping 
C1 

 

Stage 2 Stabilization 
C2 

 

Stage 3 Doubling 
C3 

LT, kg 
 

Average 0.80 0.96 0.88 65 

Standard Deviation 
 

   8 
 

V    12 % 
      

The values of parameters R, VW can be determined from the technological documentation of a 
particular multi-stage manufacturing. 
This procedure can be implemented with the use of the Microsoft Excel analytical tool based 
on the data imported from MAIS [13]. 

• Step 4. A configuration of MAIS with new settings of the normative output coefficients is 
developed. 

4.  Conclusion 
Based on the proposed approach, a configuration of MAIS for multi-stage manufacturing has been 
implemented on the platform “1C: Enterprise 8.x” [14].  

The use of MAIS with the described configuration at the enterprises of textile and woodworking 
industries made it possible to increase the accuracy of calculations for the normative production losses 
and to organize accounting thereof with the reference to individual stages of the technological process. 

Thus, the presented configuration of MAIS provides high efficiency of multi-stage manufacturing 
control. 
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